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I.INTRODUCTION

This work deals with innovation in textile-clothing industr. Usually defined as a declinig

industr and the next domain of low-wage countres, textile-clothg still remais one of the most

intrguing paradoxes for scholars of industral dtvelopment and techncal change.

On the one had, one can fid tht the sector shares many of the chaacteristics often ascribed

to mature industres (OECD 1988). They are: i) a slowly growing or stgnatig output, maiy

represented by stdadied products; ii) th~ pr()uction of a great dea of value added in the last

stages of the manufactug process ("downstream bias") (se also Peppe Battchaa 1991),

where price competition is very stong; iii) the relatively high degree of labour-intensity, coupled

with a very low level of diectly peormed resch activities; iv) The interv~ntion of the

governents of develope countres supportg matue industres, also becuse of the highy

signficat share of the labour

force which is st involved in those setors.

On the other hand, and in spite of the above-mentioned declig pictue, one fids tht the

textie and clothg industes show some charcterstcs which are al but tyica of a matue

sector. As an example, one of the reprtedy most impressive cases of productivity growt in the

last two decdes is foundjus in texte-clothg. Productivity growt has ben remakably higher

than the manufactug averge in the US (MIT Commsion 1987; Baiy and Cha~ar 1988),

in Germy (Haran 1985) and in Italy (Heimer and Mia 1984; Mil 1987). Moreover,

contr to the traditiona repesntation of a setor porly involved in reseach, pary publicly-

supprted resech progr have been set-up at the begig of the '80 in the mai
indust countres (the US, Japan, the EC, Sweden) to ultimately pure what stl tody

sems to be a futustc objective - a fully automatic sewig system. Should ths pla succee,

the clothg sector wi suely be revolutioni, with enormous consuences in develope as

well as in developing counes. Furerore, the sector repesents a puz~ cae for indu

and intetional econòmist. In fact, some industal countres - such as Gey, Itay and

Japa - st contiue to play a major role in intetional trde in a setor which, in thry,

should he domiated by countr~ whose unqu~ competitive advantage is çheap labour.

In a trditiona, or supplier domited sector - li texte-clothg - "most inov~tions come
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from suppliers of equipment and materials" (Pavitt 1984, p.356). Thus, the use rather th the

production of inovations is crcial in these sectors. In addition, it is usuy by mea of the

adoption of new capital goos or systems that inovation enters a trditional indust, lie textile-

clothg. The latter is, in fact, a por performer on the ground of product inovation, whereas

it has been characteri by signficat improvements of the production processe. Thus, in ths

work, maiy process inovations are analysed. Furerore, new developments due to the rise

of generic technologies (i.e. flexible in use), such as microelectronics, new materials,

biotehnology are offerig new opties to the tehnologica upgradig of texties and

clothg.

The work is stctued as follows. Th technologica developments which have taen place in

texte are descrbe in chapte 2, tag into account the entie producton filière, from fibre

producton to fishig of fabrics. In chapter 3 the effort to inovate the clothg cycle are

outled. The clothg technologica upgrdig differ from tht occured in textile, becuse it

is may with the advent of microelctronics tht th secr st to signcantly chage (chapter

3). Chater 4 drws the ma conclusions of ths work.
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2. INNOVATION IN THE TEXTILE SECTOR

Ths chapter analyses the main inovations ocçured in textiles in the last fift yeas.

Two mai analytca choices are the guidelies of this chapter.

The fit is to exame technical progress as it occurs along the whole textile filière. The

sector changed signficatly, with technology playing a critica - though al but unque - role,

despite the extemely low R&D commitment. Borrowing from technologica developments

.,.in other domai has been vita for textie-clothg. As a consequence, an analysis of

inovation in the setor ha to tae into account the evolutions in suoundig activities, such

as chemicals, which provided the textie and clothg setors with new fibres, new raw

materals and even new products (e.g. non-wovens).

The second choice relate to the ty of tehncal change to focs on. On ths ground,

embodied form of technca change are maiy exaed. Ths sems an appropriate choice,

given that investnt in inovative machiery (aleady incorporatng technca advances) is

a relevant - if not unque - source of technologica upgradig in tradtional sectors (for

evidence on the Itaan ca see Quglia et al. 1990). In other words, in these setors

technologica inovaton may concer the development of new capital good.

In ths chapter ma inovation in textes, together' with data on invesents and patents in

sping and weavig are analysed, in order to reach an empircay based judgement of the

inovative effort in the setor.

The whole rage of activities importt to textle production ca be group into four broad

categories: i) fibre production; ii) sping, i.e. the process trsformg fibres into yars

(the process is not use in the case of sil and of some man-made fibres - such as polyeser,

nylon, rayon - prodce as contiuous fiament); il) weavig or kntt, i.e. the phae

durg which yar is conver into fabric1; iv) fihig, or the process durg which the

fabric is prte, dyed and undergoe al those t.formations wlich fiy reduce it into

its defitive for. The production. of apparel and fabricate ttxte products (e.g. home

fushig products), ca also be conceived as belongig to tetie, even though ths phase

is proprly pedormed by clothg fi.

1 Ths pha is not peormed for spfic ty of textie proucts, such as non-woven.
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There is nothng new in the tak performed in the above-mentioned phases: the situation is

exactly the same as may centues ago, when textiles staed to be made in order to satisfy

a basic human nee. Neverteless, tehnical chage in texties - expressed in term of reduced

production time - has been dratic in the last two centues. From hand spinng of the

xvth centu to nowadays open-end technque the time required to produce 1 Kg of yar

is alost one hundred times lower (Figue 1).

Texties, like many other traditional sectors, have hardly ever been the source of autonomous

reseach and the major evolutions in technologies are due to developments occurng.. in

suoundig domai. Indee, reviewing the inovation process of the textie sector in the last

decdes, one fids two ma sources of imovation: 1) fibres and new raw materials; 2) textle

machiery. Moreover, the introduction of new fibres positively inuences the adoption of

new machiery (Yamawa 1983), which in tu alows the fuer use of inovative fibres.

A virous circle, in which signficativè technical externlities (Antonell et al. 1992) are

optratig, seems to reinorce itslf producing a highy positive impact on textes.

The two above mentioned trjectores of tehnological upgrdig repesnt the inuence on

texties of two subsequent waves of tehnologica chage, i.e. fiy the chemical wave of

the 50s and, secondly, the microelectonic wave, stg with the 70s (Rullan and Zanei

1988). Nevereless, the incrementa advances occured in engineering - constJy supportg

texties productvity gai - should not be unerestmate. In its history, textiles have

constly taen advantage of a process of technlogical convergence. This aleady happened

durg the Industal Revolution2, but nowadays it is st a ma drving force of textie

technologica upgrdig.

2.1 New fibres ari maerials from the chemical indus

The chemica indust - or better the petrochemica indust as shown in Figue 2 -

constly provides the texte setor with new sythetic fibres3, a crcial source and spur

2 "The mehaca achievemets of the Xlth cetu in textie maufactug wer depdent on the

gr advance in light engieeg at a cra level in clock - and wat - ma, in lathe work in woo. and
in vanous cr workg with non-ferus metas. (Usher 1967, as reed in Marhiontt 1989).

3 Accrdg to their physica form, fibre ca be Categori in two ma grup: cotiuous fiament

and staple (UO 1992). When contiuous fits ar produc the procs of sping (se in) is
omitt (pepr an Batthaa 1991).
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for technological inovation. Main synthetic (or non-cellulosic) fibres are polyester,

polyamide (nylon) and acrylic, which are available both in filament and in staple4.

The fist achievements in developing new fibres date back to the begig of ths century.

In 1905 Courulds produced in Coventr (UK) the fist man-made (cellulose-based) fibre,

viscose rayon (Davies 1990). In 1937, Du Pont introduced nylon 66 in the production of

stkigs, after an eleven-yea effort to develop new sythetic fibres (Jewkes et al. 1958).

Man-made cellulosic fibres are progressively supplated by synthetic ones.

TABLE 1 ESTIATED WORLD PRODUCTON OF MAJOR FmRES
('00 tonne)

Man-mae Fibres

Cottn Wool Synthetc Cellulosic TOTAL

190 3,162 730 - - 3,893

1940 6,907 1,134 - 1,127 9,173

1950 6,647 1,057 '69 1,608 9,381

1960 10,113 11463 702 2,656 14,934

1970 11,784 1,602 4,814 3,578 21,779

1980 14,228 1,608 10,682 3,554 30,060
... . ,

--- .. --.'- .-~.-1987
-
17,296 1,612 13,758 2,549 32,215

--
1989 18,733 1,933 14,717 1,946 37,329

Sourc: Textie Orgaon (June 1990) and Intetiona Wool Sect as rert by Pepr and Batthaa

(1991)

Stag from the 50s, both production and consmers acceptace of sythetic fibres has been

growig stedily, may at the expns of the cotton shae (see table above and Figues 3-4).

World production shows a susted growt from 8.9 to 14.7 mion tons between 1977 and

1990. Morever, in 1986 in the US, cotton aÏd other natpra fibres represet a miorty

(35 %) of the tota fibres consmptons, whie sythetic fibres have a leadig 65 % shae

C The whole rage of fibre is complete by: i) natu fibre, includg: cott, wool, lien, jute,

si; ii) celluloseba ma-mae fibre, includi ac an rayon (UO 1992). Be of the
inreg us of blends, the ditiction beee natu and synthetic fibre is not ver rigid, when their
aplicaon ii clothg ar consdere.

!5 Coiition relat to al major end-us: apl, home fushg and in us.
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(UNIDO 1992). However, the use of blending of natural and synthetic fibres (e.g. cotton and

polyester blends) ha spread rapidly, with reduce competition between these two broad

groups of fibres. Fibre technology tody is best mastered by German firs. However, two

mai groups of world-scae producers can be found: the US (Du Pont, Monsato), Japan

(Toray), Germy (Hoehst) and Itay (Montefibre) in the Nort and Chi, Mexico, South

Korea (se Enos and Park 1988) and Taiwan in the South. The ma achievement reached by

mea of th introduction of synthetc fibres is the possibilty to contol the cl1a.cteristcs of

new,fibrelamilies (and of an ary of mied fibres) spificay shaping their production on

the user's nee. There is also a crcial upgrding in quaty (in terms of stengt, fieness

and unormty) of the sytheti products, compared to trditiona natu ones. Most
importtly, the new fibres seond and accelerate the improvements which are progressively

tag place with the introduction of new textie machiery, may alowig signcat

increa in their sp. There ha bee a contiuous flow of new fibre producton dug

the las yea fittg severa end-uses, which is stil contiuig tody. For exaple,. the so-

called highy oriente and fully oriented yars (the lattr parcularly suitable for industal

uses) are cuently proouced by alteg the conventiona stcte of the flbre; a new

polyester yar (diensionay stble polyeser) is use in tye cord fabrcs (UNO 1992).
Reprtedly, microfbres6 are very promising new fibres, whose mai prope is their

extreme fieness (Assofibre 1992; Davies 1990; Kaogerdi 1992). Thi is due to the

possibilty to reach a very low (less than 10 micron') fibre diameter, (see Figue 5), which

also maes these fibres extrordiy light (1,00 metres weigh only 1/10 of gram)

(Visciglio 1992). It is wort notig that fuer reduction of fire diameter is techncay

feaible, as far as the mere procs~ of fibre formation is concerned, but it is consted by

the bottleneck ()f the avaiabilty of texte machier which ca dea with S\ch th fibres.

On the contr, new microfibres are fully versatie, being procss both with th~ most

inovative tehnlogies an with more trditiona ones. A treatment to reduce polyesr

weight (by corosion), obtag a fibre diameter around 11-12 Dic£on~ was aleady known

in 1963, but it reqed substtial refiements in order to be f:tfy develop on an

6 Micrfi ca be obtaed frm pror trtment of the ma sythetic fibr: polyes, polyamde
and aclic (fits and stles) (Asfibre 1992).

7 The thes produci fibr ha (curtly) a 6.5 micr diamter (Asfibr 1992).
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industral scale, and thus it was abandoned for almost a decade (Assofibre 1992). However,

durg the 70s, the process was reintroduce in Japan and Italy. Japan is, for varous reasons,

the leading countr in developing silk-like filaments, Itay (Montefibre) being the only serious

competitor from Wester Europe on ths ground (Davies 1990). Durg the 80s, microfibre

production spread in the mai industalize countres and was progressively develope until

. the curent leveL. The mai world chemical companes - Teijin, Toray Industres, Mitsbishi

and 16 companies in Japan (Davies 1990); Du Pont and Monsato, in the US; Montefibre,

iei, Ako, Hoehs, BASF and Rhone Poulenc in Europe - are fiercely competig in

mirofibre production, developing their own ~ialties. Contrar to more trditional synthetic

fibre production, NICs (except Korea) and LDC are almost totally Qut of this business, though

ths is all but surisig: microfiament production is expensive (lower machie thoughputs)

and diffcult (frequent fiament breags).

In 1991, the microfibre share of polyestr fiament reportedy reached around 5 % of the tota,

whie expert forec a considerable increa - up to 50% - in 1995 (Kogerdis 1992).

The effec induced by fieness in a microfibre-made fabric is quite lie the feel (or the ha

of sil (Davies 199). Ata fi glance it could be surisig that the late attmpt to imtate

natu fibres by meas of synthetic ones aims at the replication of sil, a highy diffcult

fibre with a relatively smal market shae (0.2% of world fibre producton in term of

volume). Indee, the effort of the ma chemica concerns ca be better understoo if the

high value, relative sccity and fluctuatig avaiabilty of sil are taen into account.

However, it ha been obsered tht microfibres are not only comptig with existg natu

fibres, as far as their end-uses are concerned. They are also suse to fil the gaps left by

traditional fibres, which caot reach the desired combination of propertes necessa to the

introduction of inovative apparel products. As an example, in a Terta Zeo 4 (Enichem-

Montefibre) microfbre-made fabric, the density of fllaments (above 25,00 per centimeter)

alows surior waterproofig pedormance, with no nee of the us complex fihig

procedures for coatig. (Davies 199). Moreover, ths proprt is matched wi peeabilty
to water vapo, lightness, softess, but al high stengt, mag th fabric parcularly

suitable for end-uses ragig from sprtea (skwea, trekg, joggg), to tents for

caping and sleeing-bags (Assofire 1992).

However, apar from the above-mentioned sport segment of the apparel maket, the most
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importt application of microfibres (60% of the tota in terms of volume) is the fashion

market: blouses, dresses, trouser, sk, women's suts, blazrs and lounge suits

(Heindenreich and Ninow 1992).

Furtermore, the chemical indust has provided texties with totály new processes, lie

those used to produce the so-ced non-wovens, a kid of fabric in which the phases of

sping and weaviig are completely replaced by chemical and theral treatments for the

cohèsion of the fibres.

2.2 New textile machiner from, mechanical engineering: a) spinning

A wide rage of opetions, precedg the actu sping, is usuy labelled as 'sping

phase'. Nonetheless, the sping stge covers more than half of the yar production cost and

the bulk of the inovatve effort has ben devote to ths phae.

The process st with the openig of the bales of fibre (e.g. of cottn) and, if necessar,

with the blendig of different kids of fibres. Ths is followed by cadig, drwing, combing

and roving. These stges are peoIled in order to clea and make the fibres paralel before

the actu sping pha st. The use of spifc synthetic fibres alows for the
simplificatin of the whole process, beuse some of the above-mentioned pre-sping phases

are not requied8.

Before analysing in dept the evolutioIi in sping, it is wórt recg that signcat

improvements took place in previous stges of th process as well. As an example,

automation is used in bobbi doffg1in bale opnig and in piecing. It is also applied to

fmrove the flow of products between dierent operations, to substtute manua trsfer of

materials and semi-fihed products, with an increae of productivity levels. In addition, the

use of inormation teology in production control signficatly helps magement to

upgrde the quaty of products, by mea of a const check of th process, and alows a

bettr us of raw mateal (see OEeD 1988).

The most trditinal syst in ~ing and alo the most widely repnte into the wotld-

ined production caacity (see tale 2) is CUently the so-caed ring spinning, centred on

the niovenient of the spin(Ge on a rig circuit. The ma chactcs of th sping'

8 For exale, sythetc fibre cota les tr th natu ones (which in tu i: tht cag

ca be more raid), whe the lengt of fibr (: be preteed durg their proucton proc.
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method are its relatively high versatity (in terms of the varous counts and qualities of yars

which can be spun) combined with a rather low energy requiement.

The system was unchallenged until the post-war period, when in i 947 in Czechoslovaka an

inovative procedure (i.e.open-end spinning) was invented, though its introduction on an

industal scae dates back to the 60s. The biggest effort is devoted to increase the speed of

yar production.. On ths ground, the avaiabilty of sythetic fibres was crcial.

Open-end sping is usualy referred to as a revolutionar inovation for texties. Indee,
it represents a tre brealhrough in the way the production process is designed and reaiz,

as it maes possible highly signficant gai in terms of productivity rate. On the one hand,

some pre-sping phases - such as drawing and windin~ - become redundat and can

consequently be eliate. On the other hand, in actu sping, the rig and the spindle

are totay removed and the fibres are spun by meas of an ai suction. By meag yar

production rate in term of revolutions per miute (rpm), the productivity gai associate with

the introducton of ope-end sping amounts to the jump from 10,0014,00 rpm in

trditional rig sping to 40,0050,00 rpm with open-end technque (Pepp and

Battchaa 1991). The above-mentioned comparson is, of cour, only one par of the whole
story of the technological compettion between them. As it ha ben observed in classica

stdies (Rosenberg 1976), the introduction of an inovation spur a stea of incrementa

improvements in th pre-exig tehnology,. in such a way tht the two compg

tehnologies coexist for a cert peod. The increment refiinent of the older production

process ca seriously slow its replacement with a superior new tehnology, whose dision

rate is corresndigly delayed. The most signficant impovements in rig sping are: a

substtial increae in sp (uP to 18,00 rpm); automated repai of the broken yar ends;

automate cleag. The competition betwee the two sping technologies has taen place

on a number of dierent grounds: labOur and energy requiements, capita cost, yar cout,

spg sp~
At the begig, tl led to a sort of spialtion, with opn-end sping (st to be

peecte) moré sute for coar yar, showig a lower breage rate, and rig sping

st competitivt for fier high count yar. As fie 6 shows, in the ealy 80s a defite

rage of high yar counts (30 counts and above) ca st be found where the òlder

tehnolog (rig sping) scores comparvely better than tle newer one (opn-end
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sping) in term of production cost. However, it is possible to assume tht - with the

contiuous improvements in the new technology - the shift from open-end spining back to

ring sping wil be economically effcient only for very fine yars, whie over the long term

the new tehnology wil eventually completely (i.e. for all counts) replace of the older one.

As a mattr of fact, at the end of the 80s, the cross-over point between open-end and rig

spinng had reporty shifted at around 40 counts, when open-end operated with clea fibre

(Pepper and Battchaia 1991). Moreover, at the end of the 80s, the sp of the open-end

rotor reached an order of magntude of around 90,00 rpm. Th contiuous improvement in

sp is crcial in order to widen the range of yars which ca be spun with the new

technology to include the fiest yar. Indee, beig production tagets in sping fied in

terms of weight of th yar, a longer lengi. of fmest yar ha to be spun for any given

weight, compared to coarser yars. Then, to effectively compete with the trditiona

technolo~ on higher yar counts, open-em:l sping has to secure a higher production rate

(i.e. higher sp) which can compete the higher capita and energy cost, but also a
higher rate ofbr~ges. In addition, the olitcome of the two processes is different: rig spun

yar are more solid, whie open-end rotors produce a more unorm yar, which meets the

requirement of the weaving phase.

As a result, the superiority of one technology over the other depnds on "a combintion of

economic and tehnca factors such as: i) the desired rage of yar counts; ii) the relative

cost of labo; il) the avaiabilty of sks for operation, matence, and producton
management; iv) the ty of raw material, its qualty and price II (Pep and Battchaa

1991, pp.35-36). Furermore, the above-mentioned combintion of factors is signficantly

altered by adoption externlities (Antonell et al. 1992). Whe eachfirm at any level of the

textile ftlière adopt the new tehnology based on its own decons (Le. based on profit

mag crteria), it is at the -aggregate level tht the interdepdence between semigly

separte invesent behavior cleay emerges. Indee, given th op-end roto show a

supeor productivity when they spin sythetic fibres (or their blends), it is stghtforward

tht a higher diion of thos fibres maes it eaier to adopt open-end rotors. Of coure,

ths is a two-sided procss: an increa demad for sythetic fires -due to inovative

sping tehnques - provides a fuer spur to the expanion of thei production.
Moreover, for the whole adoption procs to work effectively, networ exernities are al
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very importnt (Antonell et al. 1992). In ths sense, several factors are crcial: the rapid

flow of information (rangig from new raw material, to Ilew technologies, new suppliers,

new potential markets) among the firs in the network, the upgrading of loc labour maket,

the development of the supply of new complementa inputs (e.g. maitenance), with

correspndig decline in the cost of these services. The introduction of new materials and

new procsses substatialy changès the mod of production, demandig a skied (usually

mae) workforce, as opposed to trditionaly low skilled (usuy femae) labour.

Technological competition does not only stulate the upgrdig of older tehnques, but it

also leads to constt renovation of the newer one. In opn-end sping fuer developments

of the origi idea have recently taen place, with the introduction of ai jet and frction

sping methods9. As usual, both present some drwbacks: the former is parcularly

appropriate for longer fibres, while it is less effective with shortr ones; the latter,

theoreticaly of a high vertity, is curntly applicable maiy for coar yar. Technology

comptition is then complicated by the emergence of these two new method. However, the

overlaing of different technological options is lited to given rage of counts. As shown

in figu 7, for example, competition seems to tae place among rig sping and ai-jet

sping in medium to fier yars.
Although importt developments have charctried sping technology in the last decades,

tradtional rig sping st represents the dominat technque in the world sping

capacity. Figues on world1o installed capacity in 1991 show that more th 169 mion

spindles were instaed as opposed to around 8 mion open-end rotors, which amounts to a

rotors dision rate of around 18%11 (see table 2).

9 In ai jet spg, fibr ar ~uce to yam crg an ar wher two nozzes cre a vortx
pus ai from opite dition. In frction sping, yam is form by collectig fibr on a moving

perfor suac (di).

10 Thy world tota doe not cover shpmets by the People's Republic of Ch (lF 1993).

11 The roug estite of dIffion rate ha be obtaed by aplyig a prouctivity fator of 4.5 for

op-ed rotors in order to exres their prouction caty in rig sping eqvalents. I am grfu to Mr
P.Munolt (I Zurch) for hi valuable suggeson.
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TABLE 2 COTTON-SYSTEM SPING WORLD CAPACIT

milion units

1981 1991 1981/91 perctage chage

Rig spdles iso 169 12.7

OE rotors 4 8 100

OE diffion (%) 10 17.6
Sour: bas on ~troiz (I~ 8') and IT.i l' (1993)

Nonetheless, as shown in table 2, from 1981 to 1991 the absolute number of rotors in tota

ined capacity has doubled, with a corresponding growt of their diffsion rate from 10%

in 1981 to around 18% in 1991. At a countr level, it is possible to fid ver different

difsion rate, ranging from levels above 60% in Hong Kong, Sweden and the former USSR

to less than 5 % in Egyt, India and - surisingly - Korea. By now, in countres such as the

US, Germy and France the highest share of 1992 investents is m~y constuted by

open..ead rotors (ITMF 1993; Antonell et at. 1992). Furermore, from 1985 to 1991 a

substtial expansion of the opn-end rotor share of tota ined capacity was experinced

in several countres: in Frace and Turkey12 the shae increase fivefold, in the US

theefold, in Taiwan and Ausa twofold. As a consuence, although rig sping st

domiates in the installed stock of machiery, it is alo possible to observe durg the 80s a

growing acceptace of the new open-end technology, as reflected by the recent upward trend

of investment flws .

The mai inovators in sping technology emerge from the anysis of the patent

applications at the EuropePatent Ofce (EPO) in Munch (Germy), durg the period

1978-1991. Applications frm as many as 15 countres ca be found, with the inovative

activity stongly concentrte in only tWo of them, Gey and Switzrland, which together

account for alost 60% of tota applications in sping, follwed by Ity and Japan (see

table 3). The record of anua application flows shows an increaing number of applications

(th9ugh a more resct number of appcats) in the peod 1988-1990.

12 The stg commtmt of Tuey in upgrg the tehnologica level of its sping capacity
is wort notig: in 1992, tle countr scre th in world rag of ~ investors in op-ed rotors, with

31,451 shpments, followig the US (96,903) and the formr USSR (80,888) (IF 1993).
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TABLE 3 PATE APPUCATIONS AT EP: SPINING
(tehnologca clas D 01 It

80. 81 82 83 84 85 86 87 88 89 90 91 Tota

FR 2 2 3 2 2 4 3 2 7 4 7 5 43

IT 8 6 2 5 2 1 4 10 14 15 13 21 101

DE 5 5 8 5 6 17 14 5 38 56 58 32 250.

GB 2 5 3 1 6 10 7 3 7 3 3 1 51

JP 2 1 9 7 4 3 4 7 10 15 20 5 89

US 7 2 1 2 1 4 .. 1 1 6 4 1 0 33

CH 9 8 12 10 11 8 13 9 24 34 45 44 233

Oter 1 1 2 2 2 () 1 2 4 1 4, 0 20

TOTAL 36 30 40 34 34 47 47 39 110 132 151 108 808

Legend: FR=Frace; IT = Itay; DE=Germy; GB=Great Brita; JP=JaP; US=Unite State;
CH =~witzland

Sour: Ceri-Bo Patet Databa

This changig investent behaviour ha, in tu, relevant implications for the textie filière

as a whole. Indee, the fibres which are best suited to open-end rotors had dierent

charcteristcs (fisty in term of supeor stengt, then in term of fieness) th the one

used in nng sp~g (whose ma propert is lengt and unormty). State tht a peod
rangig from 5 to 7 yea is reqested to change the qualty of cotton crops to grow, th

supplier of cottn should be aware of the evolutions of sping machiery investents

(Strolz 1985).

2.3 New texle machinery from mec1uical en.gineering: b J weavng

The ai of weavig ha not changed from tie imemori: fabri is obtaed ~y interlaing

two series of yam at right angles (lengtwise=war; crosswse=weft).

Af John Kay;s fl shule loom (1733)13, Edmund Caght's power drven loom

(patente in 1786) and Jacqud's (1803) peorate card progrble loom - the hist

13 The fl shutle loom. though st a bad loom, is depicte as "a sttegicay imrtt inovation"
inuch as it eslishes "the genera featu of a pickig motion th might be aplied to a power loom"

(Usher 1959, p.286).
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of weaving technology witnessed another period of importt developments toward the end

of the XIth centu. By tht time, the automatic bobbin change loom was introduced by

Nortop in the US (1894). More recently, in the ealy 50s, one finds the next quantum jump

in weaving technology, when Sulzer (Switzerland) introduced the fist shule-less loom. The

hiory of ths inovation is of some interest, inasmuch as it shows a rather conservative

atttude of the sector towards the introduction of inovations: Indee, the fi stdies on the

possibilty of moding the stctue of the trditional loo~ were underten by a German

individual inventor, Rudolf Rossman, as ealy as the 2Os. No texte machiery manufactuer

was interested in the development of Rossman prciples, and his patents were taen over by

a Swiss consortum in 1931. The development was assigned to Sulr BrotherS, a

distgushed Swiss engieeg fi but without any prevIous. experience in textie

machiery. Sulzer actuy entered the textie machiery business with ths ~evelopment

project. In 1945 the fi licence for a new loom wàs grted by Sulr to an America fi,

whie in 1950 th fist plat was equipp with the new looms. It has ben sharly observed

tht: "the Sul loom is a cae where an origi idea was conceived of by an individual

inventor, where the fi in the textie machiery industr took lie interes in the invention

and where the development, which proved to be prolonged, wa underten by an

enterprising fi outside the indust" (Jewkes et al. "1958; p.304).

A brief ilusttion of weavig productivity gai in the las two centues is ofered in Figue

1: it shows tht nowadays it taes 40 miutes to weave 100 squae metres of fabric on a jet

loom as opposed to as many as 200 hours on a had 100IJl of the XVth centu.

As with the introduction of open-end rotors in sping, the launch of shutte-less loom

revolutioni the very concept of weavig: the shutte (afer intermte passages) has

eventuy ben removed and alterative weaving prciples have ben introduce: projectie

loom, rapier, jet looms (ai jet and water jet), unti the latest and fasst - though st.to be

perfeced - mul phae loom14. Wht al these new technques roughy do is to improve th

trditioha weft Úlerton SYSWm, by substtutig the trditiona shutte with other ways of

caing the weft along the cloth width. Two ma gai can be rea with these inovative
looms: 1) sp (mea in term of weft iner per miute); 2) loom width.

14 The fit jet mahies wer develope by Investa (Çzehoslovaka) in the 60; in the sa countr

the fit multipha tehnology was also deelope eMIT Commssion 1987).
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Spee has dramaticay grown. At the end of the 80s the whole famiy of shutte-less looms

recorded productivity gai over the traditional automatic shutte loom which reached up to

300 metres of weft inserted per miute. Spee ranged from 3 times faster for rapier looms

(up to 90 metres) to almost 5 times faster for jet looms (up to 1,400 metres) (Pepper and

Batthara 1991).

Width has also signficay ben increased, stag from the mid 70s. As a resut, it has

ben possible to weave stediy incring cloth widths, depndig on the spific adopted

tecbnque: 280 cm with rapier loom, 40 cm with ai jet method, up to 540 cm in projectie

(pepr and Battchaa 1991; Ra 1984).

Furermore, compared to the previous shutte technology, new looms att a higher degree

of reliabilty in the fi product (a lower defect rate), though workers ca control a higher

number of looms at the sae time (Ry 1984), The gai in terms of noise reduction obtaed

by shute-less looms suppression should also not be underrte.

A recen este sets between 30% and 50% the reduction in fabric production cost when

shutte-less - rather than trditiona autmatic looms - are adopte (Antonell et al. 1992).

Of coure, some shortomigs st exist alo for these inovative weaving tehnologies.

Firy, they are not as versatle as the older shutte loom, in term of the numbe of colour

which ca be woven at the sae tie. Secondly, they generay require stonger yar - due

to the higher weavig sp th are able to achieve. In addition, water jet looms grt higher

productivity when hydrophobic yar are use. It is wort notig tht the latter technque

scores raer badly when tag into aècount the cleag cost of highy pollute water

before recclig. Thdly, plant si and the number of loom's should reach a mimum

theshold in order to mae the invesent economicay effective. Th is the cae with jet

looms, although rapier and projectie are less demadig technques on ths ground. Finy,

enegy consmption is usy higher if compared to trditiona shutte looms and tends to

increa with sp.
In weaving - as in sping - the dominat technology is st the traditional one. In 1991,

the world ined çaacity for cottn-systm weâvig amounted to 2.1 mion shutte looms
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and 642,00 shutte-less looms, roughly settg the shutte-less looms diffsion ratelS at

around 23% of the tota (see table 4).

TABLE 4 COITON-SYSTEM WEAVIG WORLD CAPACIT

'() units

1981 1991 1981/91 pecetage chage

Shuttle looms 1,820 2,128 16.9

Shutte-less (SL) 261 642 146

SL diffon (%) 12.5 23.1
our: ba on Strolz (l98~) antl ITM F (1 193)

However, a comparson with the 1981 figues shows tht the number of shutte-less looms

increa by alost 2.5 times, by far outrgig the modest shutte looms increment. In tu,

this cause the doublig of shutte-less looms diffsion in a decade. In 1992, the almost

59,00 shutte-less shipments were may diected to Asia (62%) and Eastern Europe

(20%), followed by the EC (7%) and Nort Amerca (5%) (fig. 8). The distbution of
shipments stongly diers among vaous world regions: jet looms represent alost 70% of

Asian invesent as oppse to a shae of around 90% for rapier and projectie technology

in EurOpe16 (Figue 9). Chi was th largest individua maket in 1992 - purchasing

11,375 shutte-les looms (+291 % respt to 1991) - followed by former USSR, Korea,

Japan and Taiwan.

A breadown by proponent countr of patent applicatins at EPO in 1982-1991 is presnted

in tale 5. Weavig inovations come from a larger group of countres th for sping,

with 19 applicat countres in weaving as oppsed to 15 in Sping. Nonetheless, also in

weaving a restrct group (Switzlad, Japan, Belgium, Germy and Itay) represents quite

a high propon (more th two thds) of the tota numbe of patent applications.

15 The dion rate is cacu in th ca as the ratio of shutte-les to shutte looms. Cotr
to wh ha be possible for sp, it is not feasible to mae a compso whch ta into acunt the
surior prouctivity of th family of shutte-les loo, which would reui an exhusve outle of the
composition of th ined caty for shutte-es looms (se Striz 1985).

16 It is wort metionig th thes figu refer to shpments and coently give ony a paral view
of investmt patt: in fat, loo prtice an domesca adopte in the ma proucing C01ntres ar

not taen into acunt.
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TABLE 5 PATE APPUCATIONS AT EPO: WOWEN FABCS; MEHODS OF WEVIG; LOMS
(tehnologcal clas D 03 D)

82 83 84 85 86 87 88 89 90 91 Tota

FR 2 4 11 4 6 4 8 4 13 2 58

IT 5 5 9 6 7 4 10 10 11 10 77

DE 6 6 7 9 6 15 13 15 14 10 101

GB 4 3 2 1 0 0 1 3 4 1 19

JP 12 23 8 9 17 10 17 14 11 20 141

US 1 6 8 1" 3 5 2 6 4 1 37

CH 14 23 26 21 14 17 15 18 23 10 181

BE 4 2 5 6 11 21 24 15 16 10 114

Oter 1 13 6 6 4 7 13 9 16 4 79

TOTAL 49 85 82 63 68 83 103 94 112 68 807

Legend: FR=Frace; IT=Itay; DE=Germy; GB=Gre Brita; JP=Jap; US= Unite Sta;
CH=SMtærlmd; BE=B~~wn
Sour: Ceri-Boc Patet Databas

The leadig proponent is Switzlan - the countr where shutte-less loom was fi

introduced by Sul - accountig for one fi of the patent applications from 1982 to 1991.

Japan 06%) follows, then Belgium (13%) and Geony (11 %). Mai world suppliers of

weaving technology (apar from the abve-mentioned Sulz) are: Ruti and Sauer in

Switzrland, Niss, Toyod and Tsudaoma in Japan, Picanol in Belgium, Dorner in

Gey, Somet and Vamatex in Itay (UNI 1990). Ftom 1986 to 1990, the number of

tota patent applications increa (except for 1989), wherea in 1991 a drop took place.

It is wort notig that knittng ca s~meties be consdered as competig with weaving

tehnques. Inead of using two ends of yar (weft and war), only one is used in knttg-
either weft or war. In war knttg, for exale, the yar zigzags along the lengt of the

cloth - only coverg the horinta dice between one neee and the other, inead of

trvell along the whole cloth width. The correspndent gai in terms of productivity is

remarkable: wa knttg fabric production rates ca be up to 30 ties higher th

weaving17. In weft knttg, fabric producton rates ca excee those in weavmg by a (actor

17 However, war knttg prets some litation in the ty of yam to be pro.
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raging from 3 to 5 (Pepper and Battchaa 1991). Moreover, one of the first recorded

applications of CAD in the texte filière took place in knttg in the ealy 70s. Patterns to

be reproduced are scaned and stored in a central processing unit, which in tu guides

neees and properly selects the yar. The result is to dramatically reduce the time from

design to the producton of a fi saple: from two weeks to two hour (Fine 1990).

2.4 New textile machinery from mechanical engineering: c) finishing

Finshig - also includig colourg and pritig - is one of the highest value added

production phases in the whole textie cycle, durg which the fabric becomes a fishe

product. This pIie is based on a mi of seIi-arsa operations performed by highly

skied workers, also supported by very sophicate treatments, which gives as a result the

effec usualy labell~ by textie expert as the lund of the cloth. Ths te indicates a blend

of propertes such as softss, coloi: uniormty and defition, wre and shr resistace,

shape rettion. Al thes chacterstcs give a concrete meag to the otherwse indefite
concept of qulity. As a rest, the prce of a fished fabric ca be from 100% to 20%

higher than that of an unhed one (pepr and Battchaa 1991). The relative complexity

of the operations underten in fin(~liillg (and, consequently, the relevance of accumulated.

ski) and the possibilty to rta signcat economies of sce in the countr of origi

contrute to expla the diculty in moving ths production stge in developing countres.

Technca progress in fihig benefited from the technologica converence of advances in

severa fields, ragig from chemi to mechaca engieerig, to prtig and even optics

(photometr) .

The fi achieved imrovements relate to the redcton of water and energy consumption.

Automation ha alo ~n applied in Japan to te the rests of finishing treatments. The

Kawabata Fabric Hand evaluatiop systm is used to apprase the quaty of cloth on a more

objective bas: inent readigs of fabric replaces the trditiona "feel" anysis (Kol

1985) .

A mai development in prtig is sceen prtig, alowig a suor color defition and

a higher sp. Th development covered more th a hal of the textie pritig market by

the begig of the 80s. However, it is with the ~lication of computer that pritig fids

a crcia source of productvity gai and quaty upgrdig, as wi be discusse more widely

18
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in secon 2.6.

Technca progress in dyeing was induced by the introduction of synthetic fibre. Indee, the

hydrophobic character of polyester demaded new dyeing technques, which could work

without water. This led to th introduction of dispersion dyes, to be fied on polyester under

high pressue and temperatue. Machies workig above atmospheric pressue are then

required. Another imprtt achievement derives from the adoption of computerized "color

kitchen", which alows a more reliable color defition and an eaier and more precise color

reproducton, by mea of the possibilty to stre spific color recipe.

2.5 Impact Q/ technological cluge in textiles: growing c4Pital intensity

The intense inovative activity reviewed above has increa the capital intensty of the textie

industr. The rationale behid the introduction of iiovations is Usuy18 to respond to

grwing competition from low-wage countres. In 1991, in industal countres, the labour

compoent of maufactg cost af a substti reconstctig was no less th 25 % in

sping and even higher in weaving (38 % in Gey; 36 % in the US)19.

Thus, inovationS introduced jn texte tyicay aim to increase capita produca.vity and tend

to be labour-substtutig. Recent estate (Strolz 1985) fid the growt of capita intensity
/

in varous opertions to be as follows: i) a fivefol increase betwèen a mi equipp with

rig sping mahier of 1950 vitage to -tt of 1981; ü) a more than theefold increase

in rotor (open-end) sping in a shorr period (1971-1983), and; il) a thee and a half fold

increa for a shutte-les loom ination of 1982 compaed to a fly-shutte loom of 1960.

Stolz (1985) also fids very hi~h capita input levels in the German textie sector in

comparson to industes which are usuy highy capita-intensive, such.a petrochemicas.

Ths trend has probably reresnte a signcat barer, which delays the moderning effort

of developing countr in their texte sec, espialy in a context of growig fiancial

diculties lied to the explosion of the debt cr in mid 80s.

is Some inovaon hae a100 a technological rationale: i.e. it is the amtion of some pruction

pha with previous or suent inovaton in the prouction jiUère, which lea to teologica
upgrg (an exame is the ca of dyestuff inovation to met the tehnca cbatetics of polyester
diffon).

19 Pertages refer to labour weight in mauftug cost pe kg of yam in spg and per yar

of fabrc in weavi (l 1991).
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However, ths trend may not contiue in the futue, when a growing share of microelectronic

equipped machiery and devices (with faling prices) wil presmably enter textile mils.
Finally, it is wort notg that the intense development of new textie machiery in the last

decdes signficatly challenges the trditional (and well-established) investment behavior

prevaig in ths sector. Indee, the unprecedented rate of inovation in the las yea (see

Figue 10) produces a more rapid obsolescence of previous mOdels, presumably inducing a

delay in new machie purchases, beuse of the expetation of the launch of a newer, better

modeL. As an example, in ai-jet weaving no less th four generations of looms appeaed in

a eight-yea period, somethg which never occured before in textie (Fine 199). In ths

way, the se experiences a well-known phenomenon in literatue (Rosenberg 1982, p.114;

Schumpte 1975, p.98) - naely, technological exectatons leading to postpned

invesents - which more tyicay chacterizes industes with a higher technological

profie.

2.6 The i'lfluece if the microelectonic wave on tl:les

The recnt hitory of the technologica development in tex.es is chacteri by the fist

introduction of new machies incorptig microelectronic devices. Ths process has aleady

bee sketched in th ca of fihig, but it ha also st to spread to many other

opertions in the textie filière.

There are thee ma fields of application of microeleconics in texties: i) warehouse

options autmation; ü) process control (e.g. elect:onic-based insption systms, to
improve the quaty of proces~ cloth); il) adoption in spc production phases, such as

CAD applications in pritig. Microelectronic inovations usuy requie a new defition

of the whole producton pr-oss, espialy at the nrgantionalevel, in order to be fuy

effecve.

A. fi st towards microeleconics has been the automation of par of the production

procss, may in warehousg atdmaterial hadlg. The ma ai of th kid of

automate systems was to reduce labour requirements. In fact, the cost of labour to simply

remove mates is estte at around 20%-30% of the tota maufactug cost in texties

(Textia Europ 1992). The scop of matenals trer automation is to give fu value to the

us of inovative machiery incorratig automated devices, extendig automation alo to
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surrounding phases, such as machie supply and cleag. In ths cae, a centr computer

guides the robot, which is able to perform taks with different degrees of diffculty, ragig

from yar storage to automatic doffg in sping, to cone loadig and unloading (in some

cases, afer windig, unloadig can be folowed by cones storig in boxes), to automatic

pressing for baig and to paral automation of assembly. In many of these cases, the robot

is imobile and its potential is paraly lite to ling of dierent production modules.

A robotied warehouse was supplied by COMAU to Benetton as ealy as 1985 (Rullan and

Zaei 1988).

In process monitorig one fids a number of potentialy useful applications of

microelectronics in textes. They can be roughy considered as serving two broad taks: i)

detecting and repairing defects and errors ocurg in the production flow; ü) preventing

defec altogether.

The liely advantages offered by a contiuous control of production flows should be

appreciated in the cuent context of increasing. production sp, from inovations in

sping and weavig. Thus, a rea tie defect detecon system beomes a crcial featue

of an inovative machiery, in order to avoid downgrdig an entie production lot, with

correspndent losse. The systm ha to be able to fid defects and to automaticaly mod

the machie settgs in order to remove faults or, in cae ths is not achievable, stop

production flow. In i 987, exp systems for th~ textie indust were fi proposed at ITM

machiery expsition in Pars. An expe sy~m stores the knowledge and roughy replicates

the reaonig caabilties of exp, engiee and techncian (bas on a "if ... then II

scheme). Such a systm is centred on the simple assumption tht the knowledge incorprated

in skied persnnel is to importt to be lost when peple leave Øie fi for varous

reaons, such as retiement. Exp systems are aleady in use in may other setors, such

as autoinobiles, ailies magèrient and bang. In textes, their seg-up usualy
reqes the cootion of the texte machiery builder and a fi worki in the field of
arcia inellgence, which is in chage of the system shell bt1dig. Inormation technology

concepts and stdad sttistca inerence tehnques are indispnsble in buidig these

systems. The German weavig eq~ent fi Dorner prodced, by the mid 80s, a system
taored to the nee of a client, in cooration with the Intute of Textie Technology (US).

Ths expert, systm identies the causes of weavig erors and suggest possible remedes
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(Demers 1989). Oter machiery suppliers have recntly proposed expert systems: the
Belgi fir Picanol, using Barco's Sycotex monitorg shell, devised severa systems to be

applied to its weaving machies. One of them is ined on rapier weaving machies, where

a host computer stores al the relevant inormation regarding filling stops (filling brea

position, package numbe, etc.) in case they ocur durg the production flow. When errors

overcome a cert theshold, the system uses data previously collecte to provide techncian

with a diagnosis on the most liely error source. Furer developments obtaed by Picanol,

allow the expert system Reatex PAT to execute corrective actions on ai-jet looms without

human interaction. The high level of sophistcation of the system also alows the detection of

porly peormg machies - somethg less th a rea error and closer to automated fine
tuning of the machies (Demer 1989; also Textia Europe 1992).

A fuer step is to shi the f~us from detetig and repaig defects when they occur, to

preventing them in the :f place. To do th, sttistca process control schemes can be

adopte, which may monitor two varbles: mateal inputs and process .conditions. The

trade-off between qualty and cost ca be avoided in ths way: higher qualty an lower cost

ca be achieved jus becuse a contuous process control system reduces verication and

faur cost.

However, the difsion rate of these systems is st low. It has ben estted that - apar

from the 50% of the computers use by the US texte indust merely to summarse and

caculate data - slightly more th 25 % records wha has happened, around 15 % also

identies why it happened, whie less th 3 % are employed in determg what willluppen

(Fine 1990).

Prtig is one of the most interesng fields of micrlectronics (CAD) application, when

spifc phaes of th texte cycle are considered. Two broad improvements are posible to

reae with the computers: i) to simpli the seqenûal process of design pror tó pritig;

ü) to conduct these opetions more effciently.

There ar dierent technques for cloth pritig: rota scree prtig is the most widely

dised (65% of the tota pritig maket in 1987, accordig to Pepr and Battcbaa
1991), followed by flat be screen prtig (15%). The concept which ~ires the varous

prtig tehnques is, however, roughy the sae, as it is based on the followig sequnce:

design; fi prodction; photoengrving of pnntig medum (either cylidres in rota
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technque or printig plates in flat bed one); cloth pritig.

There is evidence of the fist uses of microelctronics in textie pritig as ealy as the first

half of the 70s.

As an example, in 1974, Miroglio Tessile SpA - one of the leading Itaan textile fis _

introduced an eleconic control system in knttg, spifcaly tared to its nees by the

Isreli fi Scitex. The latter belonged to the pritig sector although, by that time, had

staed to diversif its business in texties. The systm alowed the use of a grphic table in

design, the reproduction of the patter on a colour monitor and the processig of al the

necessa inormtion in order to reproduce the design on a kntted fabric. In the second half

of the 70s, another systm was devise by Scitex for Miroglo Tessile, in order to produce

fi for rota and flat bed screen pritig. The success of Scitex systems in the 70s, made

the Israeli fi a spedalized supplier of microeleconic-based design systems for sever

Itaan texte fis.

The trditional sequence in the prtig cycle st to be seriously chalenged durg the

80s. The pritig procs ca be simplied by elitig the manua production of fis,

by mea of CAD. In some ca, it is also possible to engrve patter (by mea of laser)

diectly onto cylidres use in rota pritig. The advantages of th simplied proess are

not only in the shorter tie elapsg from design conception to fim production, but also in

the more relible reation of the origi design: depares from the lattr are always

possible when dierent designer are involved in the desgn phas and in fi production.
Ths reorgantion of the pritig process nnplies labour displacement: the desgners workig

in fim production are no longer peorig their trditional job. It is wort notig that, in

Mioglio exprience, the designers did not leave the fi, beuse they were preferred to

workers tred in inormation tehnology, due to the spifc skis accumulate in their

previous expence in textes. Th alowed them to lea fas th computer expert how

to work with CAD prtig syst~.

Accordig to expe in the .sor, around 50 % of pritig in the Itaan tee sector is
curently based on compute-bas design systeII.

Moreover, a numbe of operaons are peormed more effciently. As an exaple, trals with

fi custmers on dierent colors and cloth patter ca be made on comput screen inead

of producing a number of (hghy costy) prototy. As a consequence, it is possible to only
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produce the desgns chosen by the customer, with signficat savings. However, ths

opprtty is not fully exploited becuse in texties the fabric ha is stll an enormously

impot aspec in negotiations with clients: textie cultue is perhaps too trditional for the

advent of computer pattern books. In addition, fuer developments are required in order to

reduce the discrepancy between the fabric colour displayed on the computer screen and the

colour achievable in actu pritig. The technologica frontitr in pritig is represente by

systems which ca pedorm the whole cycle up to cloth pritig, by meas of approprate

peripheras. In the opinon of.the expert ths possibilty is st very far away.

Microelectronics alsö seriously helps designers in their creative effort, alowig the

producton of arhives of images, to be reprouced on fabrics. A sopl;stcated development

work has ben caed out at Ratt - another outsdig ItØan fi maiy workig in th

sil business. The fi ha recently conceived and built a systm to store more than 150,00

design reaed from the 40 up to now. It includes a vision systm which reads images and

saves them on high caacity video. The crcial featue is tht the databas can be fully

distbute in the intern computer network, so tht the images ca be rapidly retreved from

any workstion conneced with the .centr unt. A sophicate retreval scheme (bas on

a grd of patetres) has also been rea in order to inmi the time involved to sech

for a desired suject. It is ~1rghtforward tht designers' productvity ca be signcatly

improved, whie the fi's culture ca be tued into a rea source of value added. Finaly,

the database itslf is coinercia1 by Ratt, which ha conceived it from the outst in the

most flexible for, so tht it could be propoed to a wide rage of use, not necsay

belongig to the textie sector.
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3. INOVATION IN CLOTHING

The history of technca chage in clothg is different from tht in texties. In fact, the sector

did not benefit from technological advances comparable to those occurg in textiles, at least

unti the 70s, when microelectronics staed to be used in clothg.

Ths is not surriing, given the different natue of the two sectors. Capita intensity in

clothg is indee severa times lower th in texties. As a consuence, the li with a

machier supplying engieerig sector in the form of the virous user/producer interactions

characterizing texties is also weaer, if exig at al. In ths way, a crucial source of

technologica upgrdig for a matue sector - i.e. a setor producing inovative capita good

(Rosenberg 1976) ~ is denied. The extent of the benefits comig from advances in sythetic

fibre production is alo limite in scope in clothng, beuse the production process is grossly

unafeced and it is not comparble to the tagible productivÍty gais recorded in texties. The

taks to be pedormed in clothg are actuy ver dicult to be automated - though they

seem very simple in priciple, roughly amountig to cuttg the materal and to sewig.

Unti the 70s, the clothg setor in the industal countres was in a contradictory

sitution: on the one hand, there were rea diculties in achievig signêat improvements

in the producton process with the avaiable tehnologies; on the other hand, the stmulus to

labour-substtutig automation was even stonger than in textes. as labur was a sible

component of maufactg cost, or arund 35 % of the tota in the US at the begig of

the 80s (as oppse to 7% in an Asian NIe) (Hoffan 1985a).

The fit tehnologica wave that seriously involved clothg wa microelectronics,

representig a rea revluton for a sector where, tehncal chage was more or less unown

unti computers advent (OECD 1988).

Moreover, technology developments are only one pa of the whole st of inovation in

clothg.
A big inducement to imovate in clothg in the industal countres was the changig

context of internationa trde, stg frm the 6O~ In fact, by tht tie a stng productve

caacity was esblihed by tht tie in developing countres - such as Korea or Taiwan (see

Amen 1989; Hoff 1985a; for the exprience in the footwea setor, alo see Donaghu

Bar 1990). Clothg is a well suited sector for the tae-off of an endogenous
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industaliztion. There are in practice no entr barers even for very small units (as far as

mere manufactunng is concerned~ and it is possible to achieve commercial success by

using cheap labour as a competitive tool.

As a consequence, the industralze countres moved from a position of self-suffciency in

the 60, to growing trade deficits in clothng, reachig around 12 billon dollars in 1980 and

more th 40 billon dollar in 1989, for the EC, the US and Japan combined (GATT 1990).

The big comptitive theat comig from developing countres was countered by the

industal countres in severa ways.

Firsty, there was an increaing recoure to protectonism: import restctions were applied

by develope countres, stg with the 1962 multiatera trde agreement (Lng-Term

Agree:Gent), followed by Multi Fibre Agreement (MFA) negotiations since 1973.

Secondly, stg from late 70s, there was a growig co.mmtment to a product diversifcaton

sttegy, to increase the unt value added of the products supplied by the clotg sector of

the develop countres, in order to reduce competitive pressues from low wage area.

Thdly, a growing effort was devote to reducing costs (may labour cost) though labour-

saving mechation and automation.

The followig sections analyse in-depth the technologica developments in clothg, maiy

due to the applications of microelectronics.

3.1 Computers in the clothing industr: pre-assembly phaes: a) design

The fi record of the use of computers in clothg date back to 1967, when Compugrphics

Interntional (US) introduced, in its Dutch offce, a computer aided system in pattern grdig

of Briti Ra's refreshment room overal (Disher 1986). However, afr ths pioneerig

attmpt, it is only towards the end of the 70s tht computer aided systms sted to spead

in the clothg indus.
Two ma taks ca be perfored by mea of a CAD systm: i) pattrn grdig; ii patter

makig (layig out the patt as a gude for cuttg). It is wort notig, however, tht a

crcial step is made when data on garent spifcations are digiti. This provides the

necsa inormtion for potenti fuer autmation in later producton phas, such as

20 It is wort notig th, on the contr, signcat baer do ex in clothg, in the
common of mauftu go.
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cuttng and, in theory, assembly. Thre are many examples of the contiuous development

of gradig systems in recent years (Disher 1991) _ An example is the pattern design systm

(PDS). This is a device to modify patt unti the proper shape is obtaed: par can be

enlarged on the screen, designed with seams and da, split and then recombined in different

ways. Several par ca be retreved on the screen at the sae time, in order to have them

fitted with each other. A real effect can be approached on the computer monitor, even with

allowances for fulless where neeed.

Furermore, a fully automate pattern generation system (PGS) has ben developed.

Introduced in the US in 1986 and then pedected, in Gery, th device is able to

automaticay develop siz gradig, based on a sophisticate softare combing stdad

body meaements and the patt rues of skilled taors. Th use of talors' experience

makes the systm quite close to an arficial intellgenc~ or exprt systm, as defied in 2.6.

Oter progr alow to process a more complete set of data on the components of a fished

garent. As an example, the so-caled Style File provides precious technca informtion

when a new prodct is stdied, alowig a sound assessment of-its production cost. Indet,

it provides esmates of fabrics and even of ligs required, bas on the meaement of

pattern peete outles. It ca alo evaluate the miutes requied for each assembly phase,

tag 'ito account the highy time-consmig positionig of garent par under neees

(approxiately 70% to 80% of tota sewig tie). Finaly, the progr ca be completed

by stdad components libra, includig dr of pokets, collar and the lie.

It is. not ea for designers - who worked may yea in a totay dierent maer - to get

used to the new technology. This does not necessay represent an obstcle to the introdction

of CAD, when scag systems tht ca read the design of those who are not willg to

abandon their trditiona method are used. Once the shapes have ben sced and stored

in the computer, a system (such as PDS) ca develop automatic siz grdig.

Ths famy of CAD systms alows substtiaI productivity gai. It usualy taes hour to

mauay mod and revise stles, wherea th tak ca eaily be peormed in few miutes,

by mea of 'Computer.

3.2 Computers in the clothing indùs: pre-assemb~ phies: ~J cuttng

Cutt is a ver importt pha in clothg maufactg. The quaty of a fihed product
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depends on a proper execution of cuttng. Personnel workig in ths phase are considered

highy skiled for clothing industr stadads. Accordingly, many big fi of this sector -

widely relying upon subcontrctors in the assembly stges - stil prefer to perform cuttng by

their own.

The use of computers in the cuttng phase is another source of signficat gains both in

productivity and in the quality of the fished goo. The integrtion between CAD systems

and computer-numerica control (CNC) cuttg is crucial, in order to reaze greater gain

than those achievable. when using std-alone systems. Clothg aleady benefits from ths

integrtion in the late 70s, and ths proved to be one of the fist successful uses of

CAD/CAM even in comparson with other manufactug sectors (Hoffan 1989).

A computer guided systm executes a cuttg plang, based on a DUmber of parameters of

the fabric (colour, lengt) and the cuttg room (number and lengt of cuttg tables). As

a result, the bes combination of sizes and colour to cut together is rea. An accurte

control of fabric lengt is made before the begig of actu cuttg, beuse a redefintion

of cuttg markers ha to be made, if the fabric is found to be of a dierent lengt, from that

used for the fi maker. Where neeed, chages ca be introduced in a few seconds.

However, the compute aided systems in cuttg present a shortcomig, inasmuch as they

assume that the fabric to be cut is fully free of faults, which is frequently al but tre. One

solution is an error-detectig system which locs them on the fabric and ca also calculate

a new cuttg plan.

These improvements are importt considerg tht materi cost is the larges component

tota cost (from 40% to 60%) in clothg. Consuently, even a few percentage points of

material savings ca împly a substti cost reduction, dependig on the value of the

procsse materal.

Moreover, automated cuttg reduces skied labour requiements (in a proporton ragig

between 25% and 60%), whie quaty levels ca increa due to higher precision and

production rate ca increa by a factor . of aroud 3 (Hoff 1989). A contiuous
producton flow ca alo be conceived in clothg, by progrg cuttg system so as to

work ()verght (Dher i 991).

It is rather complex to have an idea of the dision rate of microelectronic-efnbodying

systems. Nevereless, a numbe of rent stdies provide evidence for diion rates in
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varous countres. Before examing these diffsion rates, it is wort stessing that the cost

of these systems is stll very high, roughly raging from 100,00 dollars for a single module

to as high as 10 millon dollar for a integrted CAD/cutter (Hoffman 1989).

Accordig to Hoffman (1985a), in 1982, around 700 CAD systems and 300 cutters were sold

worldwide by American, French and Japanese fis. Besides, at-the end of the 80s, more

. th 50% of al the US clothg production was reportedy made by mea of CAD and CNC

cutters, while in the UK more th 65 % of the firms sureyed in a diffsion stdy in 1988

were users of CAD and/or of CNC cutters (Hoffman 1989). However, the former figue uses

a meae of the intra-ind diffsion rate (i.e. CAD/CNC weight on final garment

producon in the US), whie the latter figue is an evaluation of the inter-frm dision rate

(i.e. how many potential adopters included in the sample of the sureyed UK fi actually

introduceCAD/CNC systems). Both of them ca be accepted, depndig on the spific

ast of the dision rate that one wants to emp~. As an example, when a high

investnt theshold represents one of the potential adoption obstcles, it is more appropriate

to look at inter-fi diffsion rate. Intr-industr diffsion rate doe not tae market stcture

into account and can conuently overestte the number of adopter. In ths cas, it is

liely th adoption in the US is lite to a relatively smal DUmber of big companes, whose

she on the fial producton is very high, while substtial obstcles st exist for smaler

producers, with lower levels of investent pe worker (estte by MI Commsion (1987)

in around 1,500 dollar pe yea).

Anther recnt suey on emboed technca chage in sulier domiated fi (Santaell

and Stelacchi 1993) foc on the analysis of actual investent decisions21 of a sample

of fis workig in footwea, clothg and futue industes in the Marche region of Itay,

where trditiona seors are well representeØ. It shows tht durg the 80s the adoption of

varous ty of computer"-bas inovations (CAD, CAM, CAE, CIM, LA ha ben

relatively high in the clothg seor, accountig for 16 out of a tota saple of 18 systems

in a suey of invesents in computer-bas inovations. The authors, in agreement with

2J The da co of deted da on 88 investmts by fi whch dug the 80s reved
long-trm loa form an Ita ficial intution (Medocreto), optig on a region levelto surt

invest decsions of loc fi. Medocto ased for detaed desription of the mahier or
~t or syste whos purha ha to be fice. thus collectig valle da for scholar of
inovation adopti.
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Humbert (1988), suggest that the clothg sector is becomig a "knowledge-intensive

indust", due to the growing trend of CAD adoptions.

The impact of the diffsion rate in the US is remakable: the US government estmates that

more th a half of the 3 % per yea growt in productivity in clothng recorded durg the

80s is asribe to automation in pre-assembly stages (Hoffan 1989).

3.3 Computers in the clothing industr: assembly phaes

The assembly stge is the most difcult to automate and is consequently the less advance

of the whole textile-clothg filière. The mai reason for ths is that, when processed, any

garent chages its shape, from two to thee dimensions, thus tremendously complicatig the

concetion of appopriate progr for full robotition. It is only with the advent of

microelectronics that extendig automation up to the clothg assembly stge becomes a

reastc sttegic task for the ma industaled coutres. Sti, even in the presence of a

supenor tehnòlogy, lie microelectronics, an enormous resech effort is neeed, oft well

above the mea of the indust. This explais why, when considerig inovative attmpts

in clothg assebly, one is stghtforwardly led to exae public-sector supprted reseach

activities.

The tak presnts huge diffculties. In 1983, a stdy caed out at the UK Shiley Intute

and Salord Univerity Industal Centre concluded tht robots ca underte no more th

2 per cent of the options stdied (Tyler 1989). The shae could rise up to 37 per cent of

operations with signficat fuer effor in development sensors, grpp and adaptive

control technques. Sti the 37 per cent of al feaible operations covered only two-

dimensiona sewing, wherea the remaig thee-dimensiona operations (63 % of the tota)

were rate beyond the capailties of the robot tehnology. Courulds Clothg, workig on

a BRI project focus only on two diensio~al automation, reached a higher feaible shae

of around 60%. It seems tht only Japan - in the context of the Automate Sewig Systm

progr (see in) - is st aig at a 100 pe cent sewig automation, as shown durg

sever mac~er exhbitions in the 80 (Figue 11).

The la dede has witnessed a clea commtment from the indusal countres to face

and possibly to ,solve the puze of sewig automation. By the begig of the 80s,

cootive reseach progr involving the ma clothg companes, systms suppliers,
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trde unions (in the US case) and governments were set up in the industalize world. In the

US the progrm was labelled as Textile-Clothg Technology Corpration (or TC2) and in

Japan Automated Sewing System (or ASS). In the EC the progrm was par of the BRITE

project. Sweden develope its own project as welL. Though similar in their ultimate scope,

the implementation of the varous progrms signficantly differed among varous countres.

TC2 was intiated in 1979 and received 3.5 mion dollar per yea from the US governent

from 1981 to 1988, while industr and unions provided another 5 millon dollars per yea.

The involvement of the unon in such a labur-substtutig project is peular to the US ca,

where there ha been a record of goo workig relationshps among unions and

maufactuers. Indee, the unon shaed the view that restorig Amerca competitiveness

demanded cuttg cost. The fi taget was to develop methods for automatig sleeve

assembly, a complex and highy labour-inteve phase. As us in these ventues, time is

.a crcial varable, espialy in order to be able to rise extr-fuds for fuer resech. In

1985 the Charles Sta Drper Laratories (MIT - Bostn) produced the fit modular

prototy alowig automated assembly of sleeves, coat back and trousers. The systm

consist of severa integrte un: an automatic loader to inrt par to be assembled into

the trsfer lie; an automat vision systm that recogn the par; a robot that folds and

aligns edges; a trfer door tht slides the par to the sewig sttion; a sewing unt with

fee belts and a sewig machie under complete automatic control (see fig.12). The ma

achievement at th point is the integraton of computer-aided vision system with the control

of the mapulator. At the sae time, the systm does not tackle the ~halengig tak of th

dimensiona sewig. The TC2 sttegy sems fully f9Cused on the development of dedicated

machinery for longer producton rus. Interestgly, an equipment supplier is only involved

in the project in the commerciation of the prototy. Th is the well-known Singer

Sewig Mache Company, whose core business is now in robotics and aerospace.

The ASS, st in 1983, received fa more fudig than TC2. It was fuded by a jOint

governent-indus supprt of 100 mion dollar and it was suppsed to la 7 to 10 yea.

MII tok par to the projec, involving alo 28 fis and 3 resech intations and oriente

it from the outst towardS a long-term petive. The taget was to rea a fuy automated

assemJJly, from design, though cuttg, sewig, pressing and fishig to retlig. Contr

to the US experience, equipment maufcters were key player from the outst of the
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project, which miltated in favour of a clea m~ket orientation for the whole work. As

aleady mentioned, the distctive featue of the ASS is its declared commtment to what is

currently considered the most diffcult objective: full three dimensional sewng. The ASS

approach aims to improve the entire clothg process. As a consequence, manufactug time

is expete to fall by at leat a 50 % .

As an example of potential fial resuts of this resech, Figue 11 shows a sleeve inserton

workstion, includig a movable head workig on a garent dressed on a dummy, presented

at Cologne in 1985. the most ambitious ultimate purse of the project was to devise a

system alowig even retaers to command from their shops digitay controlled machies to

taor trly just-in-time garents, based on hologrs of the client's body (Hoffan 1989).

No matter how futustc the results, what reay matters is that Japan is curently devotig

its effort to transfer the expese gaied in Flexible Manufactug Systms (FMS) to the

totaly new field of clothg assembly. There is a clea intent to be the fi in the world to

develop these systems, thus becomig leaders in the world-wide supply of fuy automate

sewing systems. This could be a new niche of flexible automation market. The EC approach

offers a much more scattred pictue and deely diverges from both TC2 and ASS. In fact,

fuds are not concentrted on a single big reseach progr, but, in the BRITE scheme,

severa reseach projects coverig many different asts of the textie-clothg process have

ben 50 per cent support by Communty fuds since the mid 80s.

In 1986, under BRITE Pha I, R&D clothg projects received 40 mion ECU, or around

38 mion dollar over a 5-yea period (Disher 1986).

3.4 Innovatve activity in clothin.g: anlysis qf EPO patent flplicatons

The analysis of the patent applications at EPO gives fuer inortion on the inovative

activity in clothg. A. tota number of 15 applicat coutres ca be found between 1980 aid

1991, with Japan coverg the leadig shae (38%), followed by Germy (18%), Frace and

the US (11 % each) (see table 7). Patent applications in ths period picked in mid 80s, with

more than a hal of tota aplications between 1984 and 1987. It is wor notig that countres

showig intense inovative actvity in ~xte machi~ry -lie Itay and Switzrland - are

performg rather porly in ths tehnologica class. Moreover, it is interestg fidig
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Taiwan as the leading applicat in 1989.

TABLE 6 EC BRI CONTRCTS FOR CLOTHING INDUSTRY
(Projects runng in 1990/91)

Project Countries

Modlling of 3D flexible material surfaces to aid design F/I

Prototye of a module of CIM in clothng indust D/GRlNL

Flexible pròduction groups in clothg industr DKII

CIM of synthetic fiament yar FIUKD

Optimition of worsted sping for CIM development FIB

. Reseach on caded yar procss using new spinng technques D/E/F

M~rial ~rt d~~s W s~~nti ~omwoo D/DK

Integrted system optimizig flexibilty in textile-apparel D/I/P

Flexible unt for removing textle workpieces from a pile UKE/F
Controllg processes for contiuous textle fishig D/E/B

Flexible sewig cell E/NL/I

Flexible assembly cells for automatic clothg procsing D/DK

Sewig maclìe oriented to sea under electronic control F/I

Detetion evaluation mapping of defec on fished fabrcs IID/UK

Development of a system to detect and to mark defects B/NL/DKlP

Modular device for automatic recogntion of defects P/F/B

Multisensor visu insption in high sp garent prod. E/I/F

Quick Qualty Response DKIF/D
.

Reseach into the fudamenta pareters of dyeing B/UKD

Optition of acrlic fibre suce for yam sping UKI/E
Unmanne knttg plants IR/B/NL/I
Mathematica and rue bas optimition of cotton blends B/D/F

Automatic handlg technques for noo-rigid materi UKI/GR
Arcial leather proasing for environment sa~guard I/P/NL/lR

Source: EC Commssion
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TABLE 7 PATENT APPLICATIONS AT EPO: METHODS FOR MAKG CLOTH
(tehnologica clas A 41 H)

80 81 82 83 84 85 86 87 88 89 90 91 Tota

FR 1 0 1 1 3 2 2 5 0 3 1 1 20

IT 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 6

DE 1 0 3 1 2 3 5 4 7 4 1 1 32

GB 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 1 1 2 0 0 7

JP 0 3 4 3 14 3 15 10 3 4 8 0 67

US 0 0 1 1 3 3 2 1 1 2 1 4 19

1W 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 6 0 0 6

SE 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 5

CH 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 4

ES 1 0 0 0 0 0 2 1 0 0 0 0 4
,

Other 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 i 0 0 0 5

TOTAL (stok) 4 11 22 29 53 65 96 119 134 157 168 175

TOTAL (flow) 4 7 11 7 24 12 31 23 15 23 11 7 175

Legend: FR=Frace; IT = Itay; DE=Germy; GB=Gr Brita; JP=Japa; US=Unite Sta;
1W=Taiwan; ~E=Swed; CH=Svvtzrlad; ES=Spa
Sour: Ceri-Boni EPO Dat

3.5 Microelcionics and telefltics linkng textiles and clothing: the advent Qj (lick response

programs

The new opprtties opened up by the use of microelectronics also concern the adoption

of entiely new producton phiosophies, such as quck response (QR) progr. These are

the equivalent for the textie-clothg complex of just-in-time progrs in the automobile

indus. QR attmpts to aner effecvely and in tie to whatever nee is comig frm the

maket. Communcation flows are crcial in ths scheme, as they are suse to rapidly li

toget4er the vaous levels of the ltxtie-clothg-retagfilière asa whole (see Figue 13).

Thes connections are devise in order to quickly resnd with high quaty product to

emergig demads, frm the fi reta leveL. The varous components of the texte-clothg-

retag complex interact as if they belonged to a single unt.

The thee ma elemetits of a QR scheme are: flexible tehnology, inoration systms and

organtiona changes (Derichsand Fisher 1992).
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As far as flexible tehnology is concerned, QR requires quick change. Ths is not the ty

of paradigm followed by technca progress for textie machier, as descbe above, where

performance pareters such as sp have changed dramaticaly in the last decdes though

a single unit executig its job on a sequential step-by-step basis without any interrption of

the steps. However, the machiery, though inovative, is more suitable for mass production,

whereas what is neeed nowadays is the possibilty of rapid chage and small-batch

processing. New solutions on ths ground aleady exist: as an example, in weaving, new war

change systems point to the right diection, signficatly reducing the settg-up times.

In addition, for QR schemes to properly work, an informtion system is neeed. A full

implementation of the systm requies two ma tools: bar codg, for data entr at all

tranction points, and Electronic Data Interchange (ED!), which alows the exchange of

stctued trade data between computer systems of tradig parers. EDI, in tu, requires

four key elements: i) electronic mai, assug rapid interponal communcation; n) on-line

networks; in) electroncay-bas business documentation; iv) stdad protocols for fie

trsfers. Nowadays; it seems that fuer work is neeed for a proper formulation of

messages concerng al the relevant information (not only purchase orders and invoices but

also production data) which can be ex-changed between textie, clothg and retaing. The

crcia step on ths ground wil be the emergence of a stanrd for the documents to be sent

via EDI, which must ~omply with the UN international EDIFACT stdad. At the EC level,

the defition of the EDITX stdad - explicitly dedcate to texte-clothg induSt and

included into the EDIFACT scheme - is curently under scrtiy. As a rest of EDI use in

QR schemes increase saes, reduced stcks and improved profits ca be obtaed.

There is evidence for the diffsion of these systems in the US. As an example, TC2, in its

effort to buid a reputtion in QR, set up a paershp with Dilard's and Mien, the lattr

being one of th fi US users of ED I (Textie World 1987). PoIit-of-sae inormation from

Dild's - via EDI - alows Miliken to supply fabric followig ajus-in-tie scheme (Abend

1992). Min adopte QR systms bas on EDI durg the 80s: the tuound tie was

corresndigly cut from 6 weeks to one (Forger 1989). The sae trend is being followed

by another major US producer, Levi Struss & Co.: the position of'diector ofQR' has ben

created and inormtion with ~etaers and suppliers are exchaged though EDI (Brousell

1992). As a ret, leadtie for new orders is now 7 to 10 days. More interesgly, there
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is evidence for the expanion of EDI boundaes towards the production sphere: a network

services supplier - such as GE Information Serice' Design Express - alows apparel

companies to trsmit design patterns and related information to manufactuers worldwide

(Guibond 1990). In Europe, Marks & Spencer reprtedy launched a 250 milion pound
investent progrm in the mid . 80s for electronic ordering and. invoicing (Ogivie 1991).

Among the mai Europe maufactuers, Benettn Group heavily relies upon EDI to lin

its indepndent agents in as many as 73 countres (Runanand Zafei 1988; Ramsower 1991).

Oter highy interntiona Jtaian texte-clothg groups - namely Gruppo Tessile

Miroglio (GTM) and Grpp Finaniaro Tessile (GFT) - are ealy adopters of telematic

systems (Rulan and Zaei 1988).

Th~ diculties involved in reaing the projec of ~ information network between users and

suppliers in the texte-clothg setor are not only confed to the stctly tehnological

ground. A potential cultral obstcle should not be underrate. It ca be of some interest to

rec the experience of the telematic project for Prto (Florence) - one of the most importt

Itaan wool distcts (Bnandi and Trigia 1991). As ealy as the mid 80s, ENEA (a public

agency also workig in tehnologica diffsion) in cooration with loc admsttion and

Indust and Ar Assoiations promote a telematic network among loc fi, in order

to distbuté on-lie inormtion about subcontrctig demad and supply. However, the

implementation of the project ha be ver diffcult in the highy competitive context of the

Prw distct, due to the concer of fis about the undesired spread of importt inoration

on inter-fi trctions (consdered as intangible assets).
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4. CONCLUSIONS

The analsis cared out in the previous chapters of ths work alows to draw a number of

broad conclusions concerng the technologica development of the texties and clothg sector

in the last decdes.

4.1 Texles and clothing: a mare or "knowledge intensive" sector?

The -record of technologica upgrdig in ths sector induces to reconsider the assumption of

matuty of the setor (Mody et al. 1992). An alternative pictue ca be drawn by focusing

on some recnt developments.

Firtly, is mileadig to label as matue a sectol-i showig durg the 70s and the 80s a

productivity growt rate far above tht of maufactug as a whole in several industal

countres (MT Commssion 1987; Haran 1985; Heimer and Milaa 1984; Miana 1987).

Ths positive productivity recrd is a result of the wide and complex evolutiona process in

texties and clothg. In fact, th ha led to severa chages in the secor:

i) the stctue of the indust shows an increaing trend towards higher degrees of

concentaton, both in texties and in clothg (Hoffan 1985a). Ths alows to overcome one

of the mai obstcles to the deployment of inovative sttegies in the seor, naely a

limite bas in terms of ficial resources and, more widely, know-how;

n) though usualy known as the labour-intensive ta of manufactg, the setor is clealy

moving towards an higher degree of capital intensity (espiay in textie). The development

curently tag place in clothg is even more interesg, with a potenti rise in a
laowledge-intensive and highly value-adped segment of the secor;

ii) the strtegies of the mai groups are being rapidly adjusted to the fas-changing

competitive scenao in the texte-clothg maket. Key succss factrs durg the las ten

yea have ben the strong reliance upn product diversifcaton, in order to face fi deIland

tuulence, coupled with the adoption of a complex sub-contrctsourcig on a worldwide

sce, in order to reap the most favouble conditions from suliers. Yet it is wort notig

tht it is had to point to one clealy dominant stategy, beuse many dierent altetives

coexi, such as high vertca integrtion at home and exp; snbcntrctig (bth at a

22 It is wort mentiong tht wht follows mostly aplies for texties and - ony to a lite extet - to

clothg.
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national and at an international level); foreign diect investments;

iv) competitive tols are consistently changig, as well. Cheap labour is progressively losing

its sttus as the key varable to achieve success on the internationa market. A high profile

human capita and a goo infrstrctual base are aleady playing a crucial role even in the

supposedy matue textile-clothing secor. In fact, they are considered indispnsable for

inovative stategies aimed at tag fu advantage from the new opportties offered by the

avaiabilty of well-tred employee, supeor product design and the contiuous

development of new processes;

v) new technologies in use in textle-clothg represent another crcial source of impot

chages. However, even more importt than the technological improvements per se, one
,

should also consder the growig attention paid by fi to new machieiy and new

microelectronic-based production systems. It is no longer possible to sty competitive without

heavily relyin upn new technologies in order to rea essential produçtivity and qualty

gais;
vi) new, mosty technology-drven, organizaonal stctes have ben adopted by textie-

clothg fi, to fuy benefit from inter-sphere automation (Kli 1985). Th is shown

by the increaing evidence of intr-fi or intr-group reorgantion due to the rise of new

production modes, such as quick respns schemes, which are by now widely adopted by the

mai US producers (lie Milen and Levi Struss) and/or retaer.lnter-frm relationshis

are subject to an intens evolutiona process, too. In fact, an inducement effect produce by

the behaviour of bigger groups drves dierent actors workig at varous stges of the textie-

dothgfilière into highy flexible production schemes.

4.2lnnovaton difion in texles and clothing: main- obstacles

The aforementioned drtic chages in the texte-clothg complex do not fuy rue out the

existence of signcat obstcles to inovation diffsion, which ca be ascrbe both to some

spffc chact of the sector ~d to the natue of the tehnologies.
Indee, as shown in chapter 2, the domiant tehnques in world insted texte productive

capacity are st the relatively older ones, naely rig sping and shutte ~ooms, even

though the diion of their compg technologies began as ~ly as the 60.

In clothg, it is only with the recent arval of microelectronics tht try inovative
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technques were avaiable and, for the reaon given below, inter-fnn diffsion rates are sti

low, though the inta-industry diffsion rate of incroelectronic-based systems has signficantly

grown in the las ten yeas (see section 3.2). In other words, it is liely tht bigger
companes, coverig a high share of fial production, have widely adopted inovative

systms, embodyig microelectronics, wherea smaler fi are still laggg behid.

A number of obstacles slow diffsion rate in texties and clothg.

Firstly, the secor ha historicaly shown a rather conservative rik-adverse atttude, which

is not suriing in one of the oldest production sectors and is presumably st widespread

among the myrad of the smal and marginal produces. They usualy lack the fiancial

resources and know-how to underte increaingly complex inovative effort. An exaple

is the history of the shutte-less invention (see section 2.3).

Secondly, radical chages involved by the introduction of process inovations can

signcatly retad the adoption of new tehnologies or new systms. In ths respect the

cÐrent patrn in texties and clothg diverge. For ince, technologica development in

texties evolves along trditiona lines where the basic organsation of the manufactg

procss ha not chaged, though several pareters such as sp have ben dramaticay

imroved (OECD 1988). Conversly, progress in clothg has inead taen place by
renewig entie "blocks" of operations, whose actual execution ha ben modified by

microelectrnics, as in the ca of CAD lied to CNC cuttg systems.

Moreover, the timing of appeance of inovation should not be underestmate. In texties,

as desbe in chater 2, a continuous llow of consutve improvements in machiery

chacters the technologica development, since the 50s. Inovations in clothg in contr

are revolutonary in their natue and point from the outset towards a rather different path,

involvig the modcation of well-estlibed routies. As an example, new microelectronic-

based systms are increagly shig the compartive advantages of fi from skills,

defied as "a set of prctice expeence" and as such crcia in cl~g so far, towards

knowledge - or "inormtion at an abstct level" (Kpli 1985).

Thdly, the si of the requied investent in new tehnology ca reduce the numbe of

potenti adopte. Moreover, the actu si of the investent is dicut to meae, beuse
it frequently involves the recour to ad hoc solutions, in the attempt to adapt new

tehnologies to the nee of the fi. Thus, the low degree of stdadition maes each
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tailored inovation more costly, while at the same tie the relationship with spialized

suppliers beomes crucial. Signficat sun costs can also be involved, when, as it is often

the case in textie (see sections 2.2 and 2.3), the older tehnology remais competitive to a

cer extent with the newer one. This usualy happens when new machiery dramatically

improves the overal pedormance on a specifc chacteritic - say, sp - whie it scores

compartively badly as far as its versatlity is concerned.

In addition, when comparg the investent cost with the size of the potential adopter, the

more or less formal li of a fi with bigger business groups must be taen into account,

given the curent context of increasing degree of concentrtion in texties and clothg. A
recent stdy on the adoption of new tehnologies in supplier domiated setors (Santaell and

Sterlacchi 1993) conf th trend and interestgly concludes, bas on regression
anysis, tht: "fir tht are afated with a business group are chacteri by higher

average impact of emboded tehnological chage", wherea the impact of the mere fi size

on the adoption patt of embed tehnca chage is not signcat.

Finy, the adoption of microelectronic-based systms contr with well-estblished

investent procedures in texties and clothg, and presumably in othr sectors as well.

Indee, a systemic appoach - ling automation of design, manufactue and coordiation

spheres (Kpliky 1985) - gives a higher value to investent in microelectronics th a more

trdition stèp-by-st procedure, which ca lead to the creation of relatively unitf

island of automation. Many factors, such as fiancial consts, mitate agai adoptig

a systmic approach. Even more importtly, tie-consg learnng processes are involved

in the adopon of automation and reslt in the often obsered sequential path in the

introduction of automation (Dosi and Moggi 1989).

4.3 The imDact if microelctonics on texles and clothing: the role oJ technlngy sunpliers. ..
In the pathbreag arcle by Pavitt (1984) one ñnds an enghtenig scheme of intersectoral

technologica relationships (p.364), whch clealy shows tht supplir domite setors tae

advantage of tehnca change produced elsewhere in the economy.

In the las decade, the profie of equipment supplier to texties and clothg sted to change

(Hoff 1985a), wìth the entrce of fi may conceed with using inormtion

technology and extendig the sphere of thei interest to the applicaton of microelectronic-
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based systems in textiles and clothg. In fact, when CAD softare for clothg was

estblished as a totay new maket segment, the systems were fist supplied by fis which

used to work in different, highy inovative sectors - such as aeronautics. As an example, in

the US, Hughes Apparel Systeìn, one of the fist CAD systems supplier to clothg

indust, is a subsidi of Hughes Aicrft, which was eventualy taen over by a promient

Amerca equipment supplier - Geer Garent Technology.

The estblishment of ths group of suppliers apps to be a very importt step. In fact, the

recrd of textie-clothg technologica development clealy shows tht a crcial role in

technologica upgradig has ben played by the formtion of a secor supplying new

machiery and equipments. In the electronic era, somethg simar ha also happened, with

the foration of a suly setor for inovative equiments embodyig microelectronic

systms. A non-conventiona li between science-bas and suplier domite sectors, has

gaied growig relevance.

As shown by Hoffan (198Sa), some of the most active developers of the fi systms were

sma fi with electronic background, which succesfully diversified their activity into a

sector where they had no previous exprience. However they could effectively compe with

well-esblihed textie-clothg equipment suppliers which were, in tu, laggg behid in

microeleconics. The role of sma, "SchÙmpeteri" fi - explorig new oprtties and

developing new systms - in the settg-up phaes of the supply of microelectronic-based

systms ha aleay ben desbe as a stlied fact in th tehnologica trition from
electro-mechaca to eleconc regies (Dosi and Mogg 1989).

Afr the inti stge, a compettive group of lager world scae sulier of microeleconic

equipp systms, may for the clothg sector, seems by now workig in the mai
indust coutres (exaples include: Gernr Gaent Technology in the US; Juk in

Jap; Letr and Investonica in Euope).

The equipment supply ser is undergoing a crcia evolution, which could possibly

trorm it into a high-tehnology one (Hoff 1985a).
If th trend is confed, it could pose a signcat theat to al thos producers who have

maed the previous electro-mechaca pardigm, but who st lack exprtse in
microelectronics. There is evidence for intense monirig actvity by trditiona suppliers of

recent tehnologiea developments, in order to upgrde their capabilties in microelectronics,
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relevance of the biggest distbution cha. Th fi market share covered by big reta

chas and ma order servces had grown in Frace from around 19% in 1977 to over 28%

in 1984 (Mytelk 1987). More importtly, the kid of products tht are sold by big retal

chas are mosty of a low to medium quaty, naely the tye of products which are better

suited to automated producton process. Furermore, quick respns schemes have made

big retalers very sensitive to the best avaiable technologies on the maret. In fact, they have

induced their suppliers to adopt maiy microelectronic-based inovations, which alow them

to fu1f product varety at a lower cost, with a higher qualty and more rapidly. As an

example, th is the apoach followed by Maks & Spencer i1 the UK, since th mid 80s

(Disher 1987).

4.5 The impact Qjmicroelectonics on textiles and clothing: is there room for trade reversal?'. .

The tehnological advancements aleady obtaed and, more importtly, those which could

be achieved in the fue based on microeleconics, ca signcatly re-shape the

intetiona diviion of labour ii texties and clothg (Yamwa 1983; Hoffan i 985a;

Hoffan 1989; Mod et al. 1992). Indee; there ca be room for trade reversal if the

diSion of. automate systms alows to signcatly reduce the maufactug cost,

esialy in the highy labour-intenve phas of clothg.

In ths case, the comptitive sco of the seto coud drcay chage, at lea as far

as spc product rages are concered. Degn and even the engieeg of the fi

prouct have become crcial asts of the competitive advantage, wherea cheap labour is

no longer suffcient to induce the intetional deloction of production. On the contr, it

is the geogrhic proxity withfinà marks tht is growig in relevance.

The dision of microeleconics in the more labour-innsve setor of clothg ha
reinorced the hierchy among world pruce. Apar from the develope countres, which

are obviously. those who are better placed to r~ the greate benefits from the diion of

compute-bas systms, NICs ca al substtialy benefit. They are meady able to maer

the use of CAD in pr-asmbly phas, where èomplex techno-maienal capabilties are

reqed to tae ad.v~tage of the adoption of thes systetn (Hoffan 1985a). In addition,

the NICs ca signcat gai from the dion af microelectronics in the asmbly phae,
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given their fast-growing wage levels.

On the contr, the inèentives for the adoption of these systems in developing countres are

rather por. The lack of necessa knowledge seriously hiders the prospts for an effective

use of computers in pre-assembly phases, correspndigly lowerig their diffsion rate.

Moreover, in clothg assembly ver low wage levels st allow trditiona technques to

compete in temìs of manufactug cost with the newer one.

Whe develope countres and NICs move towards the tehnologica frontier for texties and

clothg, it is. conceivable that the majority of low-wage countres wil compete among

themslves in a shrg porton of the maret.
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World Noncelfulosic Fiber Production
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FIGUR 5

MICROFIBRE IN COMPARISON WITH OTHER FIBRES
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FIGURE 6

YARN COST COMPARISON
Open-End & Ring Spinning
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FIGUR 7

SUI1'ABLE RANGE OF APPLICATION
Various spinning technologies
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Weaving Machinery
Shuttle-Less Looms by Type
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FIGUR 1,1
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FIGURE 12

(TC)2 TRANSFER LINE FOR TROUSERS PRODUCTION
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